
The Plain View Doctrine
And Computer Searches
BaLancing Law Enforcement's
Investigatory Needs With Privacy
Rights in the DigitaL Age

The police suspected Montgomery Gray of hacking
into the National Library of Medicine's (NLM)
computer system at the National Institute of

Health. They obtained a warrant to search his computer
for NLM documents and "hacker" materials, including
certain computer source code. Following departmental
computer search protocol, the searching agent methodi-
cally opened each and every file on Gray's computer,
including image files in a directory titled "Teen." Within
this folder, the agent found numerous images of child
pornography, leading him to secure a second warrant
authorizing a search for child pornography. In Gray's
subsequent prosecution for possession of child pornog-
raphy, the court denied Gray's motion to suppress the
images, holding that (1) pursuant to the original war-
rant, the agent was entitled to examine all the files in the
computer to determine whether they contained items
falling within the scope of that warrant, and (2) based
upon this broad authority, the agent could then seize the

pornographic images under the plain view exception to
the Fourth Amendment's warrant requirement.'

Such wide-ranging computer searches have also
affected third parties suspected of no criminal wrong-
doing whatsoever. For example, in 2004, in a widely
publicized case, United States v. Comprehensive Drug
Testing, the government obtained a warrant to search for
and seize the medical testing records of 10 Major League
Baseball players suspected of testing positive for illegal
steroids.' With this warrant, agents seized the records
not only of the players listed in the warrant, but also
those relating to hundreds of baseball players and other
professional athletes not suspected of any wrongdoing.'
The government justified its actions by claiming that the
records of the other athletes were in "plain view," lead-
ing the district judge to ask: "What happened to the
Fourth Amendmentr'"

Criminal defense lawyers dealing with document-
intensive cases have been asking themselves that same
question. The cases described above illustrate the tension
in electronic data cases between law enforcement's legit-
imate need to collect and examine evidence, on the one
hand, and parties' Fourth Amendment rights, on the
other. As a result of the increasing prevalence of comput-
ers in our lives, electronic information is undoubtedly an
important source of evidence in many criminal cases.
And computers' immense storage capacities present par-
ticular challenges for law enforcement, the courts, pros-
ecutors, and defense attorneys when attempting to craft
appropriate search protocols. An investigator searching a
suspect's computer may encounter intermingled docu-
ments, hidden or deleted files, technical problems, pass-
word protections, encrypted data, and myriad other
challenges.' Often the government cites these particular
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challenges to justify requests for whole-
sale seizure and broad, sweeping search-
es of digital storage devices, because if
inculpatory materials exist, they are
most likely intermingled with irrelevant
and private documents.

Although courts have historically
paid lip service to the notion that chal-
lenges associated with computer search-
es do not justify issuing the government
"a blank check," every computer search
runs the risk of becoming a general,
exploratory search. As illustrated by
cases like Gray and Comprehensive Drug
Testing, the coupling of the already
intrusive, invasive power of computer
searches with the plain view exception to
the Fourth Amendment's warrant
requirement presents a somewhat
unique risk of unwarranted invasions
into individual and corporate privacy
rights. Thus, all parties involved -
courts, prosecutors, investigators and
defense attorneys - must remain vigi-
lant to guard against the possibility of
computer searches becoming an excuse
to engage in the "general exploratory
search [es]'" the Framers so despised.

This article begins with a brief histo-
ry of the Fourth Amendment and the
courts' universal rejection of general
search warrants. Part II addresses the spe-
cific challenges and risks that computer
searches present to both law enforcement
and defendants, particularly in light of
the plain view doctrine and the courts'
typical application of that doctrine in the
context of digital evidence. Part III begins
by summarizing the Ninth Circuit's land-
mark decision in the Comprehensive Drug
Testing (CDT) case, followed by a discus-
sion of several recent cases in which
courts have disagreed with, or refused to
apply, the Ninth Circuit's holding in
CDT. The article concludes by arguing
that the plain view exception should not
apply at all with respect to searches of
digital content.

I. The Fourth Amendment
Prohibits General
Warrants

The Framers crafted the Fourth
Amendment in response to the loathed
and feared general warrants and writs of
assistance that the British had so fre-
quently used during colonial times."
General warrants allowed sweeping,
exploratory searches of homes for evi-
dence of seditious libel! With a writ of
assistance, a specialized form of a gener-
al warrant, officers of the Crown could
"go into any house, shop, warehouse,
etc.; break open doors, chests, packages
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... and remove any prohibited or uncus-
tomed goods or merchandise/'"
Colonists viewed writs of assistance as
especially dangerous because they func-
tioned as a "continuous license and
authority during the whole lifetime of
the reigning sovereign."!

In 1761, John Adams listened to
James Otis argue on behalf of 63 Boston
merchants petitioning a court in opposi-
tion to granting new writs of assistance,
and later wrote, "Mr. Otis's oration
against the Writs of Assistance breathed
into this nation the breath of life. . ..
[E]very man of a crowded audience
appeared to me to go away, as I did, ready
to take arms against Writs of Assistance,":"
Indeed, this sentiment led many individ-
ual states specifically to outlaw general
warrants in their constitutions."

Ultimately, the Framers prohibited
general warrants in the Fourth
Amendment by protecting citizens
against "unreasonable searches and
seizures" and requiring a warrant to
"particularly describe the place to be
searched and the persons or things to be
seized.':" This clause, referred to as the
"particularity requirement;' requires
that "the search will be carefully tailored
to its justifications, and will not take on
the character of the wide-ranging
exploratory searches the Framers
intended to prohibit.':"

II. Risk of Computer Searches
Becoming Unlawful
General Searches

A. Computer Usage and Data
Computers and external electronic

storage devices contain an almost
incomprehensible amount and variety
of data. People and businesses use com-
puters ubiquitously as diaries, photo
albums, stereos, telephones, file cabinets,
and televisions." In addition to the data
stored on a computer's internal hard
drive, individuals also save data to exter-
nal storage devices such as CDs, DVDs,
thumb drives, and external hard drives."

At its most basic level, electronic
data "is simply a collection of ones and
zeros':" requiring a machine and pro-
grams to organize it into something
meaningful." Strings of ones and zeros
are organized into groups called sectors.
Sectors are organized into clusters, which
can then be used by software programs."

A computer file, such as a Microsoft
Word document, spans multiple clus-
ters, which the computer's operating
system (Windows, MAC OS, or LINUX,
for example) tracks on several levels."
First, the computer labels the cluster as

either already used to store data or as
available to store data. Thus, and impor-
tantly for investigative purposes, a file
that has been "deleted" by a computer
user is not actually removed from the
computer. Instead, the clusters are sim-
ply redesignated as available to store
data. If the cluster is not "overwritten;'
the data it holds is recoverable using
forensic software. Second, the operating
system tracks the location - the file
name and folder - in which the cluster
is located.

In addition, when a computer user
creates a new item, e.g., a letter using
Microsoft Word, the computer saves
more than just the content typed in by
the user. It also saves information called
"meta data;' which is not immediately
visible to the user and which includes
information about when the file was cre-
ated, edited, and accessed." Operating
systems and applications record infor-
mation such as Internet usage, when and
for how long flash drives were attached,
and the times during which the comput-
er was in use. Obviously, law enforce-
ment may be keenly interested in all of
that type of data.

B. Methods of Searching
Electronic Storage Devices

These vast amounts and varieties of
electronic data present unique chal-
lenges to law enforcement. The simplest
- albeit most time-consuming - way
to search a computer is to conduct a
manual file-by-file search, whereby an
officer simply turns on the computer
and begins browsing through all of the
files on that computer." This type of
search often proves inefficient, incom-
plete, and even destructive. Considering
the immense storage capacities of com-
puters, opening each file within a com-
puter's hard drive or on an external stor-
age device consumes a great deal of time,
while leaving a considerable amount of
data undetected. Furthermore, during a
manual search, an officer cannot access
deleted or temporary files." This
method also risks altering or damaging
evidence; for example, merely opening a
Microsoft Word document overwrites
certain metadata associated with the
file." Additionally, the simple act of
using an operating system creates cer-
tain temporary files, possibly overwrit-
ing certain clusters previously reassigned
from a deleted file."

For those reasons, it is often much
more beneficial for law enforcement to
search electronic storage devices using
forensic software. Forensic software cir-
cumvents the computer's operating sys-
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C. Wholesale Seizure of
Electronic Data: Fourth
Amendment Concerns and
Judicial Reaction

In light of these concerns, courts
routinely approve and uphold blanket
seizures of electronic media, or what the
Ninth Circuit has called "seiz[ing] the
haystack to look for the needle:' 33 as long
as the affidavit supporting the warrant
reasonably explains why such a seizure is
necessary." To satisfy that requirement,
officers often explain the complexities of
computer searches and how computer
users can disguise files with misleading
names and false extensions, and encrypt
or even "booby-trap" data."

The customary approval of blanket
seizures implicates two particular
Fourth Amendment concerns. First, by
virtue of the immense volume of data a
computer holds and the wide range of
uses to which individuals and businesses
put those computers, a court authoriz-
ing a blanket seizure almost assuredly
sanctions the seizure of a large amount
of data that falls completely outside the
substantive scope of the warrant." This
effectively turns on its head the tradi-
tional sequence of search, followed by
selective seizure."

Second, searching such a vast
amount of data and intermingled docu-
ments raises the possibility of law
enforcement conducting a general
search for evidence of any type of illegal

tems and enables law enforcement to
access more data and to search more effi-
ciently for evidence." For example, the
"EnCase" software allows investigators to
view data clusters from deleted files not
yet reassigned, to search file headers that
indicate the type of file associated with
the header (regardless of the file exten-
sion assigned by the user)," and to search
exhaustively through known text files for
particular words or phrases while
accounting for misspellings."

Regardless of the search method
employed, an officer typically first cre-
ates a bitstream copy, or "mirror image"
of the original storage device in a "read
only" file." This copy duplicates every
bit and byte on the target drive, includ-
ing metadata, deleted files and empty
space exactly as it appears on the origi-
nal." Because of the time-consuming
and technical nature of the two-part
search (the imaging portion and the
examination portion), law enforcement
often requests permission to seize the
entire electronic storage device in order
to conduct the search in a controlled,
laboratory setting."
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activity, whether or not such activity
relates to the allegations and evidence
supporting the warrant application. In
other words, searches of this type create
a significant risk of the "kind of investi-
gatory dragnet that the Fourth
Amendment was designed to prevent.?"

Some courts have addressed these
concerns by implementing safeguards
based on the "intermingled documents"
rule that has historically applied in the
traditional paper document context." In
United States v. Tamura, the FBI execut-
ed a warrant authorizing the seizure of
corporate documents related to an
alleged bribery scheme. When the
employees refused to assist the FBI in
locating the relevant documents, the
agents seized multiple cardboard boxes
and dozens of file drawers filled with
large quantities of intermingled and
unrelated documents, through which
agents later sifted in a separate location
to find the relevant documents."

Although the court found no reason
to suppress any properly seized material,
it took special care to establish safe-
guards and a protocol for searches
involving intermingled documents that
may have no relevance to the subject of
the search. First, the court required the
officers to seal or hold the documents
pending approval by a magistrate judge,
who would monitor the sorting of the
documents." Second, the court instruct-
ed that when the need for seizing inter-
mingled documents is known before-
hand, the affidavit supporting the war-
rant application should explain why on-
site sorting is impractical." That type of
information increases a court's confi-
dence that "the magistrate judge was
well aware of what he was authorizing
and that the agents knew the bounds of
their authority in executing the search.?"

Following the Tamura opinion,
attorney Raphael Winick wrote an influ-
ential law review article arguing that
computer searches, given their unique
nature, should be afforded the same pro-
tections as searches involving intermin-
gled documents." The Tenth Circuit, in
dicta, quoted from Winick's article in
United States v. Carey,45and urged law
enforcement to employ the Tamura safe-
guards to electronic data that could not
feasibly be sorted on-site. In that case,
the officer searching Carey's computer
for evidence related to drug dealing
instead found an image of child pornog-
raphy." Abandoning his search for evi-
dence of drug activity, the officer spent
five hours deliberately searching for
additional evidence of child pornogra-
phy without applying for a separate war-

rant for that purpose. The government
attempted, unsuccessfully, to justify this
warrantless search by citing the plain
view exception."

Carey illustrates the dangers inher-
ent in wholesale seizures of intermingled
files. In this relatively common situation,
law enforcement suddenly gains access
to countless unrelated, private and even
privileged files that are clearly outside
the scope of the warrant. As the Carey
court recognized, the plain view doc-
trine with the inherently invasive nature
of a computer seizure and search pres-
ents a grave danger to private parties'
Fourth Amendment rights.

Although the U.S. Supreme Court
has instructed that "the plain view doc-
trine may not be used to extend a gener-
al exploratory search from one object to
another until something incriminating
at last emerges.?" electronic informa-
tion seized under that exception has
been used in numerous ways: as evi-
dence of other crimes;" to procure addi-
tional search warrants;" and to impli-
cate third parties." Those uses call into
question whether the application of the
plain view doctrine in the context of
electronic data can be reconciled with
the Fourth Amendment's prohibition of
general searches."

III. Applying the Plain
View Doctrine to the
Computer Context
The plain view doctrine operates as

an exception to the Fourth Amendment's
warrant requirement, allowing an officer
to seize and/or use evidence outside of
the scope of the warrant if (1) the officer
was lawfully in the place where the
object was seen; (2) the object was in
plain view; (3) the object's incriminating
nature was immediately apparent,
meaning the officer had probable cause
to believe the object was contraband or
evidence of a crime:" and (4) the officer
had a lawful right of access to the object
itself. 54 The initial application of the
plain view doctrine contemplated a situ-
ation in which the contraband was in
"open, obvious view.?"

Courts have taken different
approaches to the application of the
plain view doctrine in the context of
searches of digital evidence. For exam-
ple, in Carey, the government insisted
that its search for child pornography,
although not authorized by the warrant,
was nevertheless appropriate under the
plain view doctrine. Although the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit
ultimately declined to answer the specif-
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ic question of what constitutes plain
view in the context of computer files, it
held that, because the images were in
closed files, they were not in plain view."

In sharp contrast, the court in
United States v. Gray" held that the
agent's authority to search for hacker
materials and NLM documents entitled
him to examine each and every file on
the computer." In United States v. Wong,
the Ninth Circuit held that the officer
could properly search only the types of
files likely to contain evidence relating to
the murder investigation at issue. 59 The
outcome in Gray and Wong was effec-
tively the same: because the officers were
lawfully able to search the files that were
found to contain evidence of another
crime, the documents were lawfully
seized under the plain view doctrine."

A. The Ninth Circuit's
Comprehensive Drug
Testing Opinion
In a potentially groundbreaking en

bane opinion in 2009, the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Ninth Circuit effectively
rejected the use of the plain view doc-
trine altogether within the computer
search context and placed additional
restrictions on the government's con-
duct in this area." The CDT case was
"about the procedures and safeguards
that federal courts must observe in issu-
ing and administering search warrants
and subpoenas for electronically stored
information.?"

As a threshold matter, the CDT
court "accept[ed] the reality that ...
over-seizing is an inherent part of the
electronic search process.?" At the
same time, the court recognized that
the "pressing need of law enforcement
for broad authorization to examine
electronic records ... creates a serious
risk that every warrant for electronic
information will become, in effect, a
general warrant, rendering the Fourth
Amendment irrelevant.i'" In an at-
tempt to "strike a fair balance between
the legitimate needs of law enforce-
ment and the right of individuals and
enterprises to the privacy that is at the
heart of the Fourth Amendment/'" the
court established the procedures below
to be employed in connection with ap-
plications for warrants to search elec-
tronic data .

•:. "Magistrates should insist that the
government waive reliance upon the
plain view doctrine in digital evi-
dence cases?" and also forswear
reliance on "any similar doctrine that
would allow it to retain data to which
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it has gained access only because it
was required to segregate seizable and
non-seizable data.?"

.:. "Segregation and redaction must be
either done by specialized personnel
or an independent third party .... If
the segregation is to be done by gov-
ernment computer personnel, it must
agree in the warrant application that
the computer personnel will not dis-
close to the investigators any infor-
mation other than that which is the
target of the warrant.?"

.:. "Warrants and subpoenas must dis-
close the actual risks of destruction of
information [as opposed to theoreti-
cal risks] as well as prior efforts to
seize that information in other judi-
cial fora."69

.:. "The government's search protocol
must be designed to uncover only the
information for which it has probable
cause, and only that information may
be examined by the case agents.'?"

.:. "The government must destroy or, if
the recipient may lawfully possess it,
return non-responsive data, keeping
the issuing magistrate informed

about when it has done so and what it
has kept,'?'

The court concluded that while it hoped
that these procedures would provide a
"useful tool for the future," it must ulti-
mately rely on "the good sense and vigi-
lance of our magistrate judges [to] pre-
serv[ e] the constitutional freedoms of
our citizens while assisting the govern-
ment in its legitimate efforts to prose-
cute criminal activity?"

The widespread impact of CDT is made
apparent by the significant reaction it has
provoked. In November 2009, the United
States petitioned the Ninth Circuit to
conduct a full en bane review of its deci-
sion (i.e., a review by all of the circuit's
active judges as opposed to the 11 ordi-
narily selected for en bane review). In its
brief in support of the petition, the gov-
ernment recognized that the Ninth
Circuit has never granted a full en bane
review, nor has the government ever
petitioned the court to do so.
Nevertheless, the government argued
that "the broad issues unnecessarily
addressed in the en bane panel's opinion
are of surpassing importance and com-
pel that extraordinary action" in light of
the fact that, according to the govern-
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B. Competing Views
Despite the Ninth Circuit's decisive

opinion in CDT, two other federal
appellate courts and a district court in
the Ninth Circuit have disagreed with
and/or distinguished the Ninth Circuit's
CDT analysis. These cases indicate that
other courts may be reluctant to adopt
special rules for computer searches,
despite the inherent dangers that com-
puter searches present.

In United States v. Mann,74 the
Seventh Circuit explicitly rejected the
Ninth Circuit's CDT approach and
upheld a computer search that revealed
evidence outside of the scope of the war-
rant at issue." While executing a warrant
to search the defendant's computer and
other electronic media for evidence of
voyeurism, police officers seized a desk-
top computer, a laptop, and an external
hard drive. While searching the data, the
officer found numerous files relating to
evidence of both voyeurism and child
pornography. Based on this evidence,
the defendant was charged with
voyeurism and child pornography."

After the district court upheld the
search, the defendant argued on appeal
that the officers exceeded the scope of
the warrant and, citing CDT, contended
that the plain view exception did not
apply. The Seventh Circuit rejected both
arguments. In determining that the offi-
cer acted within the scope of the war-
rant, the court reasoned that because
"computer files may be manipulated to
hide their true contents," images of
women in locker rooms could have been
virtually anywhere on the defendant's
computer." Thus, the court held, the
police did not exceed the scope of the
warrant in searching the entire contents
of the defendant's computer.

Despite the defendant's reliance on
Carey, the Mann court distinguished
Carey as factually distinct from the case
at bar," First, the court noted that the
police in Carey were searching for docu-
mentary evidence (versus image files),
whereas in the present case the police
were searching for images of women,
which the officer "could not search thor-
oughly for without stumbling upon [the

defendant's] extensive collection of child
pornography:'?' The court also noted
that the officer in Carey deliberately
departed from his search for evidence of
drug trafficking in order to search for
child pornography, whereas in the
instant case the officer found the child
pornography while he was searching for
evidence of voyeurism."

In discussing the plain view excep-
tion, the Mann court explicitly rejected
the Ninth Circuit's CDT approach, stat-
ing that it was "inclined to find more
common ground with the [CDTcourt's]
dissent's position that jettisoning the
plain view doctrine entirely in digital
evidence cases is an 'efficient but over-
broad approach,"?' Rather than pro-
hibiting the plain view exception from
being invoked in computer searches, the
court stated its preference for allowing
the "contours of the plain view doc-
trine" to be developed gradually
through "fact-based adjudication.?" As
an alternative to adopting the CDT
guidelines, the court "simply coun-
sel[ed] officers ... to exercise caution to
ensure that warrants describe with par-
ticularity the things to be seized and
that searches are narrowly tailored to
uncover only those things described.':"

In United States v. Williams,84
issued the day after the Mann decision,
the Fourth Circuit also disagreed with
the reasoning applied in CDT and
refused to apply a special standard to
computer searches. In that case, the
defendant was under investigation for
sending threatening and sexually
explicit e-mails that described the
sender's desire to molest young boys."
Police applied for and received a war-
rant to search defendant's computers
and electronic media for evidence of
the offenses of computer harassment,
threats of death or bodily harm, and
threats of harm to persons on school
property." During the course of the
search, police discovered numerous
images of child pornography on both
the computer hard drive and a DVD
labeled "Virus Shield, Quaranteed
Files, Destroy?" The defendant argued
that these images were beyond the
scope of the warrant because they did
not relate to any of the offenses speci-
fied in the warrant.

On appeal, the Fourth Circuit
agreed with the district court's reason-
ing that the pornographic images were
"sufficiently relevant to the crimes des-
ignated in the warrant to justify their
seizure under the warrant."?' The court
also held, on alternative grounds, that
the images fell within the plain view

exception. In a thorough analysis of
this issue, the court concluded that the
searching officer's actions met all of the
elements of the plain view exception.
First, it reasoned that police, when
searching the contents of a computer,
cannot be limited to viewing only the
file names or extensions of particular
documents, because "the designation
or labeling of files on a computer can
easily be manipulated to hide their
substance.?" Second, because police
must open the files in order to view
their contents, the court reasoned, they
are "lawfully present" in the place from
which the incriminating material may
be viewed and are legally authorized to
open all of the files." Finally, it
becomes "immediately apparent" to
officers who come upon images of
child pornography while conducting
an authorized search that the material
is incriminating."

The Williams court noted that just
as there is an inherent danger in search-
ing paper files in which the contents are
not readily ascertainable, the same dan-
ger exists in searches of computer files."
However, the court concluded that
"[w]hile that danger certainly counsels
care and respect for privacy when execut-
ing a warrant, it does not prevent officers
from lawfully searching the documents,
nor should it undermine their authority
to search a computer's files." Finally, the
court stated that it saw no reason to
depart from the principles it had applied
in the context of non-electronic search-
es." Notably, the court never mentioned
the CDT case in its analysis.

Finally, a recent decision in the U.S.
District Court for the District of Hawaii
raised questions as to whether other
courts - even those within the Ninth
Circuit - will adhere strictly to CDT's
"principles" for electronic searches. In
United States v. King;5 the defendant
moved to suppress computer-related evi-
dence, arguing that the search was illegal
because the magistrate judge did not
comply with CDT's procedures in issuing
the warrant. The court rejected that argu-
ment, distinguishing CDT on the ground
that CDT involved "deliberate overreach-
ing by the government in an effort to seize
data for which it lacked probable cause?"
while the case at hand involved evidence
the police uncovered during a search that
was within the scope of the warrant and
supported by probable cause." Rejecting a
prophylactic application of CDT, the
court noted that "[tjhe CDTopinion itself
does not claim to base its 'procedures' on
the Fourth Amendment;' and concluded
that mere non-compliance with CDT's

ment, the new rules are "having a sweep-
ing and detrimental effect on law
enforcement efforts.?" The Ninth Circuit
is still considering whether to grant a full
en bane review. Regardless of the out-
come of the case, it is apparent that the
CDT opinion has raised important and
potentially groundbreaking issues
regarding the application of the Fourth
Amendment to computer searches.
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"procedures" was, therefore not enough to
render an otherwise valid computer
search unlawful." In other words, the
court interpreted CDT to apply only to
electronic searches that reveal incriminat-
ing information outside of the scope of
the warrant, rather than all electronic
searches that fail to conform to CDT's
principles. It remains to be seen whether
the Ninth Circuit will affirm this interpre-
tation of CDT.

C. Challenging the Government's
Use of the Plain View
Doctrine in the Context
Of Computer Searches

Despite the differing views among
courts regarding this issue, the CDT
opinion may lead to a sea change -
particularly in the Ninth Circuit - in
the way that government agents and
courts deal with these issues. Regardless
of its long-term impact, CDT is certain-
ly instructive for future challenges to
the plain view doctrine's application
within this context, which challenges
may be based on some or all of the
points outlined below.

1. Use of the plain view doctrine
within the computer context
undermines its original rationale
and justification.

As noted, the plain view doctrine
originated in physical contexts where
evidence is typically tangible, discrete,
and easily separable. In those circum-
stances, allowing the seizure of evidence
under the plain view doctrine was justi-
fied because it spares the police "the
inconvenience and the risk - to them-
selves or to preservation of the evidence
- of going to obtain a warrant."
However, for at least two reasons, those
justifications are not available in the
context of a search of electronic data in a
controlled environment. First, there is
no actual risk of harm to police officers
within a controlled, off-site environ-
ment. Second, in that scenario, law
enforcement has already seized and most
likely preserved the data by making a
bitstream copy (i.e., a "mirror image") of
the storage media. Consequently, the
practical justifications underpinning the
plain view exception vanish when the
search relates to electronic data that has
already been seized.

2. The plain view doctrine applied
to computer searches raises a
significant risk of pretextual drag-
net searches.

In the traditional context, the U.S.
Supreme Court rejected the notion
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that the plain view doctrine would
lead to widespread pretextual and
dragnet searches, because the Fourth
Amendment's particularity require-
ment forces the police to describe with
particularity the place to be searched
and the things to be seized.'?' In that
traditional scenario, the officer is limit-
ed to searching only those places that
are large enough to contain the specif-
ic physical items particularly described.
This limit does not apply within the
digital evidence context, where the
physical size of a particular file is an
amorphous concept. As a result, a com-
puter search often reveals - arguably
in "plain view" - a large volume of
evidence that has nothing to do with
the substance of the warrant.'?'

In short, in the digital context, the
Fourth Amendment's particularity
requirement does nothing to prevent an
officer from obtaining a warrant for a
low-level crime as a pretext for conduct-
ing a general, exploratory search for evi-
dence of any crime. For that reason, the
plain view doctrine should be confined
to the physical context, where the limits
the Supreme Court has contemplated
actually exist. Otherwise, there is "a seri-
ous risk that every warrant for electron-
ic information will become, in effect, a
general warrant, rendering the Fourth
Amendment irrelevant,"!"

3. Appling the plain view doctrine
to the computer context is
unworkable.

a. Courts employ
inconsistent rules.

Courts have struggled to adapt
Fourth Amendment concepts to the
computer search context and have dis-
agreed as to the proper balance
between ensuring that law enforcement
has the tools it needs to obtain relevant
evidence while also safeguarding the
privacy rights of individuals and other
entities. For example, the Tenth Circuit
in Carey advocated a special approach
for computer searches, concluding that
analogies to physical containers or file
cabinets oversimplified and ignored
the realities of "massive modern com-
puter storage."!" In contrast, in
Williams, the Fourth Circuit concluded
that "the sheer amount of information
contained on a computer does not dis-
tinguish the authorized search of the
computer from an analogous search of
a file cabinet containing a large num-
ber of documents." 104

Even those courts that accept the
computer/physical container analogy

disagree as to the particular application
of that analogy. For example, some
courts have determined that individual
files are each the equivalent of a contain-
er,'?' while others consider a disk with
multiple files to be the container.!" and
still others view the entire computer or
storage device as the container.!" With
such inconsistency in approaches and
the U.S. Supreme Court having yet to
offer specific guidance, it is unclear for
purposes of the plain view doctrine how
to address such threshold questions as
whether an officer has "lawfully
arriv[ed] at the position from which the
object is plainly seen,"!"

b. Is electronic data
ever in plain view?

Additionally, the very nature of
computer data and the searches of such
data raises the question: Is electronic
data ever in plain view? The essential ele-
ment of the plain view doctrine requires
the evidence to be "obvious to the sens-
es,":" As previously discussed, computer
data at its simplest level - magnetic
charges - cannot be seen directly, nor
can the strings of ones and zeros these
charges create be interpreted by simply
seeing or observing them. Instead, soft-
ware programs translate this data into
useable and readable formats. This also
applies on a larger level to encrypted,
deleted, or hidden files. Indeed, the DOT
Manual instructs law enforcement to
justify the need for wholesale seizure and
off-site review of digital data by citing
the possibility of encrypted, deleted, or
hidden files that require specific expert-
ise and specialized equipment to ana-
lyze.!" How can evidence recoverable
only with the use of such specialized
equipment also be "obvious to the sens-
es" or in plain viewi'"

c. Is everything in a computer
search in plain view?

Law enforcement frequently
requests, and courts routinely authorize,
wholesale seizure of electronic data
based on the argument that the relevant
data may be concealed, encrypted, mis-
labeled, or even booby-trapped.
Importantly, the government decides
how much data to seize. And once
seized, law enforcement often gives the
same reasons to justify its examination
of the contents of every file. As a result,
officers may often be lawfully in a posi-
tion where they can view everything on
the computer that is being searched.!"
Indeed, both the Mann and Williams
courts explicitly acknowledged that
because incriminating data could have
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The central role that computers play
in our lives means that - at least with
respect to actual wrongdoers - those
computers will often contain evidence
essential to criminal investigations. But
those computers will also contain myri-
ad other private, sensitive information
that has nothing to do with the investi-
gation at issue.

The seizure and search of electron-
ic data presents unique challenges and
illustrates the tension between the legit-
imate law enforcement need to search
for and seize evidence, on the one hand,
and the Fourth Amendment privacy
interests of individuals and other enti-
ties, on the other. One of the greatest
dangers within the computer context is
coupling the already intrusive, invasive
power of computer searches with the
plain view exception to the Fourth
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been hidden anywhere on the defen-
dants' computers, the law enforcement
officers in question were legally entitled
to search the entire contents of the com-
puters.!" The Mann court even cited
with approval the searching officer's tes-
timony that "[r)egardless of what I
found, I would search in all the files if I
felt it necessary, if I felt that it contained
information that was pertinent to my
case or even exculpatory." 114 In other
words, the court took no issue with the
officer's admitted intention to conduct a
general search of the defendant's com-
puter, despite the limitations set forth in
the warrant.

However, the u.s. Supreme Court,
in applying the plain view exception,
has made clear that the exception may
not be used to transform a valid search
into a prohibited, general search.:" The
Court has warned that although any
evidence seized by police will be in
plain view at the moment of the
seizure, courts must "identify the cir-
cumstances in which plain view has
legal significance rather than being
simply the normal concomitant of any
search, legal or illegal,"!" Furthermore,
the Court has instructed that "the plain
view doctrine may not be used to
extend a general exploratory search
from one object to another until some-
thing incriminating at last emerges,"!"
Because law enforcement officers often
- justifiably or not - search the entire
contents of a computer in executing a
warrant, there is ample opportunity for
officers to conduct the type of bound-
less searches so despised and feared by
the Framers.
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Amendment's warrant requirement.
While courts struggle with developing
appropriate safeguards in this area, it is
important for counsel to understand
these challenges and to develop strate-
gies to protect against the "wide-rang-
ing exploratory searches the Framers
intended to prohibit,"!"
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